This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #26

Solution: 9 letters

(3) AAH ABE ABU ADS AER AHA AMT
HAM IAN LOC NTH ORE RAH TRI
(4) AKIM ALAS ALVA AVON AYER COKE CURE
DALI DISK DOTH DURA EDNA EMIL HARI
HUMS IOTA IRAN ITLL LAVA NOAM NORA
OBEY ROSA SLIT SMEW STAR TERN WASI
(5) ALOFT ASTER CLARA DANTE DARES ELIAS HORAS
LICIT PRAWN ROUTE SAHIB SMART SWIRL TERN
AT HOME BUTANE DALLAS FEWEST FOREST HOOTER TILLIS
ISLAND LATVIA SCHEME SIESTA STOP IT (6) ASSIST
LEOTARDS OVERTOOK VERBATIM BRIEF INTERVAL SHORT AND SWEET SMALL INVESTOR
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